May - September 2020

Make a difference in over 7500 children’s lives!
Tracey the pencil dog and her crew of fun-loving
friends guide visitors through a magical world
in Animationland. Hands-on interactives reveal
the secrets behind the art of animation, while
big, bright environmentals create an immersive
setting. Light tables for drawing and a variety of
stop-motion stations allow visitors to explore how
they too can use animation to tell their stories!

S I LV E R

$1,000+

Developed and produced by the Oregon Museum “Animationland is a whimsical place where kids
of Science and Industry (OMSI), Animationland and adults can get lost in the creative process, even
offers a fully immersive, interactive exhibit where if they’ve never thought of themselves as artists,”
guests learn to incorporate animation skills into said Catherine Diaz, exhibit business development
the creation process. This enables guests to manager at OMSI. “The exhibit provides visitors
understand the interplay that occurs between art with the opportunity to experiment with
and science and how they can apply those skills to animation, then walk away with the knowledge
tell their own stories in unique and dynamic ways. and skills to do it at home. It’s a DIY experience!”

SAPPHIRE

$1,500+

$2,000+

Employee Free Admission Tickets

+

Thank you in IMNH e-newsletter

Logo or mention on
IMNH Gallery Map
Invitation to attend
IMNH special events

$5,000+
All Benefits from Diamond

All Benefits from Sapphire
All Benefits from Silver

Social Media Promotion
(Website, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram)

DIAMOND

GOLD

+
Logo or mention on
print, radio, online and
video material

+
Feature on sponsor wall in
IMNH exhibition gallery
throughout the year
Introduction and sponsorship
recognition during all public
events from the podium

For additional information or to sponsor this exhibit, call or email Teresa Henderson, at (208) 282-3168 or hendtere@isu.edu

